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Abstract
Digital image processing is the use of computer algorithms to perform image processing on digital images. As a
subcategory or field of digital image processing, digital image processing has many advantages over analog image
processing. Image Enhancement is the process of adjusting digital images so that the results are more suitable for
display or further image analysis. It can be used in removing the noise, sharpen, or brighten an image, making it
easier to identify key features. Digital Image enhancement is to improve the image quality so that the resultant image
is better than the original image for a specific application or set of objectives. The proposed collaborative method of
gray level transformation algorithms, with alpha rooting algorithm for contrast enhancement.

Enhancement

techniques such as alpha rooting operate on the transform domain where as grey level transformations operate on
individual pixel. The proposed collaborative method can able to change the whole images and also able to generate
unwanted artifacts in many cases and enhance all the parts of the images.
Keywords: Image Enhancement, Spatial Domain Technique, Transform Domain Technique, Alpha Rooting, Power
Law Transformation, Logarithmic Transformation.
1. Introduction
Digital Image processing is a method to perform some operations on an image, in order to get an enhanced image or
to extract some useful information from it. It is a type of signal processing in which input is an image and output may
be image or characteristics/features associated with that image [1]. Nowadays, image processing is among rapidly
growing technologies. It forms core research area within engineering and computer science disciplines too.
Image processing basically includes the following three steps:
•

Importing the image via image acquisition tools;
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•

Analysing and manipulating the image;

•

Output in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image analysis.

•

There are two types of methods used for image processing namely,analogue and digital image processing.
Analogue image processing can be used for the hard copies like printouts and photographs. Image analysts use
various fundamentals of interpretation while using these visual techniques. Digital image processing techniques
help in manipulation of the digital images by using computers. The three general phases that all types of data have
to undergo while using digital technique are pre-processing, enhancement, and display, information extraction[4].

Image processing operations can be roughly divided into three major categories, Image Compression, Image
Enhancement and Restoration, and Measurement Extraction. Image compression is familiar to most people [3]. It
involves reducing the amount of memory needed to store a digital image.
Image defects which could be caused by the digitization process or by faults in the imaging set-up can be corrected
using Image Enhancement techniques [2]. Once the image is in good condition, the Measurement Extraction
operations can be used to obtain useful information from the image.
Virtual photo processing is an extensive concern and frequently involves processes which may be mathematically
complicated, but vital idea at the back of virtual picture processing is pretty easy. The last purpose of image
processing is to use data contained in the image to enable the system to recognize, understand and interpret
the processed facts to be had from the image sample. Image enhancement is one of the important part of image
processing. Image Enhancement is the improvement of virtual image is fine, without knowledge approximately
the supply of degradation [6]. Image Enhancement is the method to improve the interpretability or notion of facts
in photographs for human visitors. It's miles to enhance the image quality so that the resultant photograph is higher
than the authentic image for a specific software. The most important reason of picture enhancement is to deliver out
element that is hidden in an image or to growth contrast in a low contrast image. Whenever an image is transformed
from one form to different which include digitizing the image of few form of deterioration occurs at output
[5].Image Enhancement may be used to repair an image that has suffered a few kind of deterioration because of the
optics, electronics or environment or to beautify sure features of an image.The objective of image enhancement is
dependent on the software context, and the criteria for enhancement are regularly subjective or too complex to be
easily transformed to beneficial objective measures,image enhancement algorithms generally tend to
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qualitative [7]. In addition, any given utility of an image enhancement set of rules that plays nicely for one
magnificence of images may not perform as properly for different lessons.
2. Related Works
1) In 2000, image Enhancement by means of Nonlinear Extrapolation in Frequency area Hayit Greenspan, Charles H.
Anderson, and Sofia Akber defined the approach for boosting the perceptual sharpness of an image .This
enhancement set of rules augments the frequency content material of the image using form-invariant properties of
edges throughout scale via the use of a nonlinearity that generates section - coherent higher harmonics. This manner
utilizes the Laplacian remodel and the Laplacian pyramid image illustration [9]. The consequences are provided
depicting the strength-spectra augmentation and the visible enhancement of numerous photos. The simplicity of
computations and ease of implementation allow for actual-time programs which includes excessive-definition tv
(HDTV). 2) In 2001, Small Vessel Enhancement in MRA pics the usage of nearby maximum imply Processing Yi
solar and Dennis Parker

proposed the use of neighborhood most mean (LMM) processing to decorate the

detectability of small vessels [8]. On every voxel, in the authentic 3-dimensional (3-D) facts set, the LMM over the
road segments in the dice targeted at the voxel is taken and used to shape the three-D LMM facts set. The maximum
depth projection (MIP) is then applied to the LMM facts to produce the two-dimensional (2-D) LMM-MIP image.
through LMM processing. The variance of background tissue is minimized, as a consequence increasing the
detectability of small vessels. Greater- over, the single vivid voxels are suppressed and the disconnected small vessels
may be linked. However, the LMM processing widens the bigger, brighter vessels. The overall performance of the
LMM-MIP algorithm is analyzed and as compared with the overall performance of the MIP algorithm underneath 3
measures: The vessel voxel projection possibility, the vessel receiver running characteristic (ROC) curve and the
vessel-tissue comparison to noise ratio (CNR) [10].The Closed varieties of the three measures are received. The
longer the projection path and the larger the CNR of the original information, leads to the extra improvement.
Confirming the theoretical evaluation, the results of an experiment using practical MRA facts display the progressed
visible excellent of small vessels [12].
3. Proposed Work
Histogram equalization produced over stronger photo. Adaptive histogram produces blurred and washed out
photographs specifically at the edges. While alpha rooting produces over-greying more advantageous snap shots
so to conquer all those drawbacks. Proposed technique combining spatial enhancement strategies such as log
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transforms and strength regulation transforms with alpha rooting so that it will beautify the great of the photo. In
those techniques each area is having a primary nature, simplicity and ease of experimentation and at the identical time
being green also. Log rework and electricity regulation remodel inside the spatial area account for techniques which
are now not complex but on the identical time offer effective enhancement. They were selected in particular for
their electricity to map grey values throughout spectrum with the resource of parameters. Alpha Rooting
holds the flexibility of a parameter aided operation which is fantastically appreciated for experimenting with
specific stages of enhancement . Those techniques are not exhaustive in such an technique and further research can be
carried out with the aid of substituting different strategies from the area.
3.1. Spatial domain Techniques
The term spatial space alludes to the total of pixels making a image. Spatial space techniques are techniques that
work straightforwardly on these pixels. Spatial Domain procedures will be indicated by the expression [14]
g(x,y)= T[f(x,y)]
Where g(x,y) is a yield image, f(x,y) is an information image and T is an administrator on f (or an arrangement of
info images), characterized over neighborhood of (x,y).
3.2. Frequency domain techniques
Recurrence space methods depend on the control of the orthogonal change of the image rather than the image itself
[16]. Recurrence space methods are suited for handling the image as indicated by the recurrence content.[21] The
standard behind the recurrence space strategies for image upgrade comprises of processing a 2-D discrete unitary
change of the image, for occurrence the 2-D DFT, controlling the change coefficients by an administrator M, and at
that point playing out the backwards change [18]. The orthogonal change of the image has two parts extent and stage.
The size comprises of the recurrence substance of the image. The stage is utilized to reestablish the picture back to
the spatial space.[23] The typical orthogonal changes are discrete cosine change, Fourier change, Hartley Transform
etc[17].The change space operation on the recurrence substance of the image,[24] and hence high recurrence content
for edges and other unpretentious data can without much of stretch be improved[20].
4. Experimental Results
In Figure 1 shows the experimental result on Flowers.jpg image by using these hybrid techniques of frequency and
spatial domain techniques of image enhancement [19].The Image become more effective by using this methodology.
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Fig.1. Spatial Transformation of the Image.
In Figure 2shows the experimental result on Human Lungs.jpg image by using these hybrid techniques of frequency
and spatial domain techniques of image enhancement.The Image become more effective by using this methodology.

Fig. 2. Spatial Transformation of the Image.
5. Conclusion
The Aim of image enhancement is to improve the information in images for human viewers or to provide better input
for other automated image processing techniques. The vast majority of the systems are helpful for modifying the dim
level estimations of individual pixels and henceforth the general difference of the whole picture. Be that as it may,
they ordinarily upgrade the entire picture in a uniform way which by and large delivers undesirable results. There are
such a large number of downsides of different picture improvement system to defeat this I have proposed crossover
procedure by consolidating the dim level change calculations with alpha pulling calculation for contrast
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improvement. The proposed procedure will create profoundly adjusted and outwardly engaging results for an assorted
qualities of pictures with various characteristics of complexity and edge data and it will create attractive results .
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